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1. LET rsn(N) denote the number of representations of N as a sum of
s non-negative »th powers. Hardy and Littlewood conjectured that
for fixed n ( ^ 3 ) ,
rnn(N) = 0(Ne) for any positive e. (1)
We shall prove the following result in the opposite direction.
THEOBEM*. For fixed n ( ^ 5) we have
rnin(N) = Q(loglogtf)
i.e. there is a positive number cx, depending only on n, such thai
*•„,„(#) > cJoglogiV,
is true for infinitely many N.
2. In the sequel we shall denote by c2, c3, . . ., c19, positive constants
depending only on n.
Notation. Let p be a primitive gth root of unity,
8
 af^lf = qfpn" [(«,?)= 1],
A=o ft=o
g=-l p
where xP = l+-<4(i')+-<4(2>2)+--- and p runs through all primes; pr
denotes the rth prime. S(N;n;s) is the singular series in Waring's
problem. See Landau, Vorlesungen iiber Zahlentheorie, Band 1, 281-
302, where the first four of the following lemmas are proved.
LEMMA 1. (i) Sp = y - 1 (q = p1; p\n\ 2 ^ I ^ n);
(ii) \8p\^(n-l)jp (q = p);
(ui) Sp = p*-^ (q = pl;l> n).
(Clearly p"" is a primitive pt-Hh root of unity.)
* For n = 5 Chowla has previously proved a sharper result. See the paper
by Sastry in J. of London Math. Soc. '9 (1934), 242-6. For a weaker form of
the theorem of this paper see Proc. Indian Ac. Sc. (A), 2 (1935), 397-401.
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We shall use pe\\m to denote that pB\m but pe+1j(m. Then we have
LEMMA 2. If (i)pPn+"\\N where p ^ 0,n > a ^ 0, and (ii)2>e|| ft, and
y = 0+1 b > 2), or y = 0+2 (j> = 2), then A(rf) = 0 for I > l0
where l0 = maxtfn+a+l, fin+y).
LEMMA 3. l-\-A(j>)+...+A{^) = p-«'-1*M(p',N) where M(rf,N) is
the number of solutions of ^h^^ N (modp1) and 0 ^ hm < pf.
LEMMA 4. For s = » + 1 (TO ^ 4) <Aere emte a number c2, such that
XP > 1—P~l forp >c2.
3. LEMMA 5. Let n ^ 5 and N = p? (mod^»)
 so that p?\\N. Then
there exists a number c3 such that, for s = » + 1 , r > c3,
^ -
I + S + 3 m < 1 ) -
Proof. First of all we find c4 so large that (pr, n) = 1 for all r not
less than c4. For such r, since p?\\N, Lemma 2 shows that
Xpr = l+A(pr)+...+A(p?+i). (2)
By Lemma 1 (i), for s = n + 1 ,
A(p?) =
 pm-n-l_pm-n-2 (2 ^ m < «). (3)
By Lemma 1 (ii), for s = TC+1,
l^(Pr)l< 5P'+1 Pr<% (n>5). (4)
>*r Pr
By Lemma 1, (iii) and (ii), for s = n+1,
From (2), (3), (4), (5) we immediately obtain Lemma 5.
LEMMA6. Forr < c3(ofLemma5)letp*'\\n. LetY = 29«+ p^|«
= [c3]. Then for all N = 1 (mod F), and s = » + 1 ,
r<c,
Proof. By Lemmas 2 and 3, if« = n + l , i V = l (mod Y),
X2 = l+A{2)+...+A(20i+2) = 2~<ei+z>nM(22+3',N), (6)
Xpr=l+A(pr)+...+A(p?'*)
= 2-$'+»"M{per'-*, N) (2 ^ r ^ m). (7)
But, since iV^  = 1 (mod2^+2p^«+1...:p^'+1), we have
,N) > 1, M(per'+\N)> 1 (2 ^ r < m). (8)
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From (6), (7), (8) we obtain Lemma 6 since 9, {r < TO) depends only
on n.
LEMMA 7. nK) e~Glogs'
where C is Euler's constant.
The proof is well known.
LEMMA 8. I I [\-\—j > cloga;,
p^x
where c is an absolute positive constant.
Proof. LEMMA 7.
Let z = c10loga;, (9)
where later we make x -> oo and c10 will be subjected to certain restric-
tions. I t follows from Lemma 5 that, if N = p? (mod^n) f° r
C3 ^ T ^  z> then
IT XPr > cXilog(zlogz) > c12logloga;, (10)
by Lemma 8. Now let us take z > c2 (of Lemma 4). Then*
r P r
T>Z
by Lemma 6, (10), and Lemma 4
> c14loglogar, (11)
where N is subject to the restrictions
N = 1 (mod 2*i+2p*«+1.. .p8^1) (12)
where m = [c3] and <Ac 0'« depend only on n, and
N = p? (modpr2*) (c3<r^ z). (13)
Now, from (9), for x > c19,
ajnc,. < 2»i+2 J J {pf+i} I J {??"}•< a;3nCll>- (14)
Hence, if Zncw < 1, (15)
<fee number of N's satisfying (12), (13) aTid
1 < N < z, (16)
is greater than c
• Here cu , c12, cI3, cu will depend on our choice of Cj0; c10 itself is subject
to (15) and (17).
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Again, we have from Theorem 5 of P.N. VI of Hardy and Little-
wood*
LEMMA 9. There exists a positive number c16, depending only on n,
such that, if (1) is true, then
(where E is positive and depends only on n) is false for at most xx-°l*
values of N ^.x.
Let us choose c10 in (9) so that (15) is true and
4wc10 < c16. (17)
Hence the number of solutions (in N) of (12), (13), (16) is greater
where, by (17), 8 = c16—4nc10 > 0, Since x ^ N it now followsf
from (11) and Lemma 9 that
LEMMA 10. There exists a positive number c17, depending only on n,
such that, if (I) is true, then
rn+iJN) > c17(loglogiV)iV",
is true for infinitely many N.
From Lemma 10 it follows immediately that
LEMMA 11. If (I) is true, there exists a positive number c18, depending
only on n, such that
is true for infinitely many N.
If possible, let rnn(N) = o(loglogN), (18)
then, obviously, (l) is true, and hence by Lemma 11,
r
n,n(N) > c18loglogN for infinitely many N. (19)
.But (19) contradicts (18). Hence (18) is false and our theorem is
proved.
* Math. Zeits. 23 (1925), 1-37.
t Since clsa;l"c"+a > xl~c" for x > xo{n).
